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VX: Ethyl-S-2-diisopropylaminoethyl-methyl phosphonothiolate







General concept  

Spectrophotometric experiment 
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Electroanalytical Chemistry



In instrument One form                      Another form
encoding

Nonelectrical Domains:

• Length

• Density

• Chemical composition

• Pressure

• Mass

Electrical Domains:

• Analog domains

• Digital domains

• Time domains



Any measurement process can be represented as a series of interdomain conversions

Non-electrical domain electrical domain

quinine



Quinine

Natural alkaloid: 

antipyretic (fever-reducing), antimalarial, analgesic (painkilling)



Cinchona



Under regular light              Under UV light 

Bottle of tonic water





Detector, Transducer, and Sensors

Information 

in non-electrical domains

Information 

in electrical domains

Conversion

Transfer function

of a transducer

Detector: the most general term

Transducer:

Example: 

- Photodiode, Photomultiplier tube (PMT)

- Electrode

- Quartz crystal

- Thermister



Chemical Sensor and Biosensor

selective recognition phase + transducer

Chemical sensor: chemical recognition phase (polymer, ionomer, semiconductor etc)

Biosensor; biological components (enzyme, antibody, DNA, cell …)

Characteristics of Chemical Sensor and Biosensor: small and portable



For piezoelectric material such as quartz crystal,

Mechanical Deformation Electric Potential

PZ (piezoelectric crystal)
 centroasymmetry

converse piezoelectric effect

piezoelectric effect (in 1880, Pierre Curie discovered): piezo = stress in Greek

QCM (Quartz Crystal Microbalance)
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Afreqmass  453.5

Δ mass  : Mass change

Δ freq    : Resonant frequency change

μq : AT-cut quartz crystal constant (2.947*1011 g/Cmsec2)

ρq : Quartz crystal density (2.648 g/Cm2)

Fq : Reference frequency (9.00 MHz)

A          : Quartz crystal surface area (0.196 Cm2)

068.1 freq

1 Hz                      1.068 ngcm-2

QCM (Quartz Crystal Microbalance)

Saubery’s equation



Working Electrode

Cell Volume : 5-6 mL

Experimental Set-Up for EQCM



• Identification of complex genetic disease and  pathogen analysis

 Drug discovery and expression information of genes over time, between tissues, and disease states 

AGAGCATA

TATGCA

TATGCC

TATGCT

TATGCG

ATACGAGA
Hybridization

TATGCA

TATGCC

TATGCT

TATGCG

Probe DNA

Sample DNA

Hybridization

Detection by

Florescence

Applications

R. J. Lipshultz, et. al.,  Nature, Genetics, 1999, 21, 20-24

DNA Chip: ordered array of a variety of immobilized DNA molecules



Y. Okahata, et. Al. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1992, 114, 8299-8300





Defining the

problem
sampling pretreatment measurement evaluation

Obtain knowledge

From

Client

Report

Journal

Cooking book

The sample

Take

Transfer

Storage

Dissolution 

Clean up

Concentration

Separation

Select and/or

Develop

Best possible

Methods

Interpreting the

information

Make clear and

Meaningful report

Process for Analytical Chemistry



파괴, 비파괴

농도수준
범위

Safety

Interference

시료성질

Accuracy
How
much

Availability
How
many

Cost, Time

Anal. chem. methods

Defining Problem for Analytical Chemistry



• Given instrumental method is suitable for 
attacking an analytical problem.

• Figure of merit permit the chemist to narrow the 
choice of instruments for given analytical problem 
to a relatively few.

: Performance characteristics of instruments

Figure of Merit







• Precision:

The degree of agreement between 
replicate measurement of the same 
quantity

• Accuracy:

The degree of agreement between the 
estimated concentration and true value 
(or certified value)  



Diagram illustrating bias, precision and accuracy.

EI Stearns, Chem. Met. Eng. 53, 119, 1946.

C. Eisenhart, Photogrammetric Eng. 18, 3, 1952.

biased

unbiased

precise imprecise

accurate inaccurate





Experiment 1:

Signal 1 = 1001

Signal 2 = 1000

Signal 3 =  999

Average 1000

Standard deviation = 1

RSD = 1/1000 = 0.1%

Experiment 2:

Signal 1 = 0.005

Signal 2 = 0.007

Signal 3 = 0.003

Average 0.005

Standard deviation = 0.002

RSD = 0.002/0.005 = 40%



It provides a measure of the systematic or 

determinate error of an analytical method

bias = μ - χt

μ = population mean (certified value)  χt = sample mean

Bias



Systematic Error: Bias

: determinative error (고정오차, 가측오차)

Instrumental error:

- drift in electronic circuits

- calibration error

Personal error:

Method errors:

Standard (certified) Reference Materials (SRM)

: validation

Signal

Analyte concentration

2  (constant systematic error)

1  (ideal pure standard)

3  (proportional  systematic error)

Fig. 3-3  Representation of systematic errors.



Random Error:

indeterminate error

In the absence of systematic error,

the measurement of a large set of data

Approaches the true value



Sensitivity (감도)

- A measure of its ability to distinguish 

between small differences in 

analyte concentration

- Quantitative definition of sensitivity 

by IUPAC: 

Calibration sensitivity

S = mc + Sbl

S: measured signal

Sbl can: blank signal  

m: slope of calibration curve = 

calibration sensitivity

Sensitivity



Detection limit (limit of detection; Cm)

: the minimum concentration or mass of analyte that can be 

detected at a known confidence level

- Depends upon the ratio of the analytical signal to the size of the 

statistical fluctuations in the blank signal (S/N)

- Sm: minimum distinguishable analytical signal (S/N =3)

- Sm = Sbl + k sbl (k =3 or 2) 

- Sbl (average blank signal), sbl (standard deviation of blank signal)

- Sm can be determined by performing 20 to 30 blank 

measurements.

- Cm = (Sm – Sbl)/m

Detection Limit



Determination of lead (based on flame emission spectrum)

Calibration data :   s = 1.12 CPb + 0.312

Conc, ppm, Pb     No. of replications       Mean value of S,         s

10.0                            10                                   11.62                   0.15

1.00                            10                                     1.12                  0.025

0.000 (blank)              24                                    0.0296               0.0082   

Example 1-1.

(a) Calibration sensitivity = ?        slope = 1.12 

(b) Detection limit = ?      Sm = Sbl + 3 x sbl = 0.0296 + 3 x 0.0082 = 0.054

Detection limit, Cm = (0.054-0.0296)/1.12 = 0.022 ppm Pb



LOQ = 10 sbl

Linear Dynamic range = LOQ ~ LOL



Selectivity

Selectivity: the degree to which the method is free from interferences

by other species contained in the sample matrix

-No analytical method is totally free from interference from other species.

- A sample containing an analyte A as well as potential interferents B

- Selectivity coefficient for B with respect to A, kA, B = response B/response A

- Not widely used except for ion-selective electrode

- (ISE) kLi+, K+ = response K+/response Li+



- Simple (external) calibration method 
(no matrix effect or pre-separation step)

- Standard addition method

Add standard solutions to sample 

(several aliquot of the same size)

A substance is added in a constant amount to

all samples, blank and calibration standards

- Internal standard method

The plot between series of standards and signal

Calibration

A process that relates the measured signal to the concentration of analytes



Standard Addition Method

- Useful for analyzing complex samples in which matrix effect is substantial.

- Known quantities of analyte are added to the unknown: from the increase in 

signal, concentration of analyte in original unknown can be deduced.



Standard Addition Method



Internal Standard

An internal standard (IS) is a known amount of compound, different from 

analyte, that is added to the unknown sample.

IS: useful in analyses in which the quantity of sample analyzed or the instrument 

response varies slightly from run to run for reasons that are difficult to control

Gas and liquid chromatography: 

- flow rate change  response change

- small quantity of solution is injected: not reproducible

Relative response of the detector to the analyte and standard is constant:

(e.g) flow rate change  S(IS) 5% increase  S(analyte) 5% increase 

The concentration of IS is known  correct concentration of analyte can be 

derived.

IS is also desirable when sample loss can occur during sample preparation before 

analysis.



Internal Standard

If [X] = [S] = 1.0 mM, area Ax = 2.5 area S,

then response factor = 2.5

Ax/[X] = R (As/[S]) ; R = response factor

Example: 

(1) Preliminary experiment to determine R:

[X] = 0.0837M, [S] = 0.0666MAx =423, As = 347

423/0.0837 = R (347/0.666)  R = 0.970

(2) To analyze the unknown ([X]= ?), 

10.0 mL of 0.146 M standard was added to the 10 mL unknown 

and diluted to 25 mL Ax = 553, As = 582

[S] = 0.146 M x dilution factor (10.0/25.0) = 0.0584 M

553/[X] = 0.970 (582/0.0584)  [X] = 0.0572 M

Thus, original concentration of X in unknown is 0.0572 x (25.0 mL/10.0mL) = 0.143M


